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In the first of a new mini-series, the directors of new acquisition outfit

"

Sterling Private Office, launched in early 2017 by a band of ex-Knight Frank
buying agents, explain how it felt to walk away from a corporate beast –
and why their early success tastes so sweet…

I

t’s no secret that the last five years have been tough
ones for the UK’s prime property industry; PCL

markets once deemed bulletproof have been shot down by
tax bombshells and wars of attrition, hitting prices and –
much more importantly for business owners – deal
volumes. But life goes on, and some plucky souls are
spotting opportunity when others fear knocks, founding
boutique businesses and seeing them flourish. In the first
of a new mini-series, the directors of acquisition outfit
Sterling Private Office, which was launched in early 2017
by a band of ex-Knight Frank buying agents, explain how
it felt to walk away from a corporate beast – and why their
early success tastes so sweet…

The Sterling Private Office team: Jonathan Mount; Sam McArdle; Rachel Thompson; Nick Mead

Seeing the Upside in a Downturn: Sterling Private
Office
You launched your business at a time of great economic and political
uncertainty, in a rather muted prime property market. What prompted you to
launch when you did, and did the economic/market landscape affect your
decision?
Whilst it was a risk, we felt that if we could establish our business in a
challenging market – in the process creating a name and reputation for
ourselves – then when conditions improved we would be set fair.
With over 50 years combined experience in the buying industry, we’ve seen
a fair few peaks and troughs. That same experience tells us that in times of
uncertainty, a consultancy business can thrive, as investors don’t want to
make a mistake. The established business model (where buying agents are
associated with large corporate agencies) was beginning to become
untenable, with clients and agents alike questioning whether true
impartiality was possible. We’re already reaping the benefits of being a
boutique independent consultancy, our ability to adapt quickly to market
conditions and our clients’ needs is paying dividends.

‘Clients lead busy lives and want to maintain as few
relationships as possible’
Clients lead busy lives and therefore want to maintain as few relationships
as possible. That’s why we chose to branch out into additional service lines
such as development consultancy and property management – we wanted
to be able to service all of their residential property needs, whatever they
may be.

Which other business or entrepreneurs do you most admire?
We have the privilege of spending a lot of time working with some
incredibly successful business people and entrepreneurs, all of whom have
been very generous with their advice! If we had to pick one, it would be Paul
Lindley from Ella’s Kitchen, who turned a very simple idea into an amazing
business through his vision and tenacity.
What has been the biggest challenge of starting the business so far?
The bureaucracy and seemingly endless redtape required to comply with
today’s regulations, be it AML, GDPR, or KYC. It took a significant amount
of time to get the business set up to trade. Plus the rules and regulations
associated with compliance in the property industry are ever-changing and
it would be lovely to have a dedicated backroom staff to look after that!
And what has been the biggest triumph?
We are proud to say that we have benefitted immensely from referrals and
recommendations, from both our client base and our extended professional
network. This has allowed us to focus on providing best-in-class service, as
opposed to spending lots of time chasing leads!
Is there anything you would do differently?
No – with the benefit of hindsight, we would simply be able to navigate the
bureaucracy better!
What’s the most valuable piece of business advice that you have been given?

‘Don’t chase short-term fees or quick wins’

Don’t chase short-term fees or quick wins. Play the long game and invest
the time and energy in building relationships. Do the right thing the right
way at the right time with the right people. You’ll achievement longevity
and recognition in an otherwise crowded market. Most importantly, your
clients will thank you for it!
Has launching a business been what you expected it to be?
Yes, and more. The safety net provided by a corporate beast is difficult to
walk away from. But we are doing better work in a better way, offering our
clients more and never compromising. The satisfaction is immense. We are
more invested and the rewards are even sweeter!
What’s next?
We have expanded our business to include the prime country market and we
are excited to watch this grow over time. Our new partner, Nick Mead,
brings his unrivalled expertise in this area and we expect to establish a
strong foothold over the coming months.
Our broader focus for 2019 will be helping all of our clients navigate the
increasingly uncertain political environment in the UK. We can offer counsel
on all their property needs, helping them ride the highs and skip the lows.
sterlingprivateoffice.com
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